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The local structure in liquid methylamine and methylamine–water mixtures
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Molecular dynamics~MD! computer simulations are carried out on liquid methylamine and on 10
and 30 wt % aqueous solutions of methylamine. The local three-dimensional structure in these liquid
systems is investigated using standard one-dimensional radial distribution functions and the fully
three-dimensional measure of the local structure around the molecule, spatial distribution functions.
Time correlation functions for the linear and angular motion of methylamine in the molecular
coordinate system are also explored. From this analysis, a detailed structural picture emerges,
revealing local molecular environments in these liquids that are both complex and varied. Hydrogen
bond balance is found to play a key role in determining preferred arrangements. Strong hydrogen
bonds are formed around the amino group in the pure liquid and in aqueous solution. At the same
time, there is a strong hydrophobic association of methyl groups. The hydration structure in aqueous
solution is found to be particularly rich, where in addition to the usual H-bonding nearest neighbors
in the first hydration shell of the amino group, there are bridging water molecules and a novel type
of distinctly non-H-bonding neighbors. The hydration structure in aqueous methylamine solution
differs substantially from that found in methanol–water liquid mixtures. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!51142-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of small functionalized organic molecules
aqueous solution is a useful first step towards gaining a b
understanding of the behavior of biomolecular systems
their natural aqueous environments. Computer simulati
represent an extremely useful tool in these investigatio
Increased knowledge of long-range~ionic and polar! interac-
tions, intermolecular hydrogen bonding to water~solvent!
molecules, and the entire three-dimensional hydration st
ture, including both hydrophilic and hydrophobic region
are all applicable when the role of water in biological pr
cesses is investigated.1–3 Also, there are several distinct ad
vantages in first studying aqueous solutions of small m
ecules before starting to model complex macromolecule
thousands of atoms. For example, the simulation results
statistically reliable because several solute molecules ca
included in the solution and the simulations can be exten
to cover relatively long periods of time with relatively mod
est computer resources. Also, there are often accurate ex
mental data available, which can be used to refine the
lecular models and force fields. The analysis of simulat
data is more straightforward with fewer degrees of freed
to include. Hence, a thorough and systematic investigatio
a set of selected small molecules provides a good oppo
nity to conceptually build large biomolecules from small m
lecular units rather than plain atoms.

This approach has been used in our laboratory during
last ten years. We have carried out studies of aqueous s
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tions of benzene,4 methanol,5 nitriles,6–9 methane,10

nitrates,11 and electrolytes.12 Our aim has been to study th
solvation structure and dynamics as well as the molec
motion in solution and the solute–solvent interactions, and
compare these results with NMR measurements made on
same systems. In many cases the effects of concentra
were examined. In these simulations the small molecu
were kept rigid, a reasonable simplification when investig
ing solvation phenomena, and the simulation results h
been compared with experimental data13 using motional
models. For large molecules, of course, flexibility is usua
included, but typically where the molecule has been divid
into small rigid units. When these units are detached a
terminated they can correspond to small molecules~e.g.,
methanol, methylamine, etc.!. In our attempts to examine
biomolecules in this way, we have studied carboxy
acids,14 carbohydrates,15 nucleotides,16 and DNA,17 to give a
few examples.

In this work we have considered the hydration of t
amino functional group by investigating~mono!methylamine
(CH3NH2), dissolved in liquid water. CH3NH2 is a gas at
room temperature (Tb526 °C!. Commercially, methy-
lamine is sold as a 30% by weight aqueous solution, beca
the vapor is extremely flammable and hazardous. Also
binary azeotrope of water and methylamine has roughly
composition and has a freezing point minimum of243 °C.18

Amines play important roles in chemistry and biolog
Together with the common O–H•••O hydrogen bonds, the
N–H•••O ~and certainly N–H1•••O) hydrogen bonds are
important factors influencing conformational structures a
crystals of biomolecules. The hydration of amines is kno
il:
6 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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to influence their basicity in aqueous solution.19,20 Still, very
few computer simulation studies of aqueous amine soluti
have been reported. Reports on similar systems include
Monte Carlo studies of dilute solutions of methylamine
water by Dunnet al.21,22 and Nagyet al.23 A hybrid RISM-
SCF study of methylamines in aqueous solution investiga
behavior connected to their basicity anomaly.24 Several
simulation studies25–30 have focused upon the solvation fre
energies of simple amines and their irregular ordering@i.e.
CH3NH2,NH3'(CH3)2NH,(CH3)3N#.

This work is a part of a series of investigations where
focus on the spatial solvation structure within select
strongly associated, hydrogen-bonded liquids and soluti
Our primary tools in this work are three-dimensional atom
densities, known as the spatial distribution functions.31,3 The
liquids and solutions studied so far using this approach
clude water,32 methanol,33 water–methanol mixtures,5

water–acetonitrile mixtures,7–9 and a water–DMSO
mixture.15 We have shown that the spatial distribution fun
tions ~SDF! provide a very detailed picture of the solvatio
structure. For example, they make it possible to define m
more clearly and quantitative a ‘‘hydrogen-bond’’ and allo
the investigation of the average local environment aroun
molecule within a liquid.7,9,34 Because of their richness i
detail and the fact that these are four-dimensional functi
~three space coordinates plus the probability intensity!, their
visualization requires some special attention. Various gra
cal techniques to illustrate and to extract both qualitative
quantitative information from SDFs have been discus
previously.8,3

In Sec. II the molecular models and computational d
tails are given in more detail. Our results are presented
discussed in Sec. III, while our conclusions are given in S
IV.

II. MOLECULAR MODELS AND COMPUTATIONAL
DETAILS

Methylamine is readily soluble in water. In this work w
have studied two concentrations, corresponding to appr
mately 10 and 30 wt % solutions of methylamine at 20 °
The 10 wt % mixture is relatively dilute and so still fairl
ideal, while several excess properties have their extre
points close to 30 wt %. The freezing point, for example, h
its minimum of 243 °C at 28 wt % of methylamine.18 The
total of 256 molecules were used in each simulation,
which 14 and 38, respectively, were solute molecules for
two solutions. For the molecular interaction potentials
have used the three-site simple point charge model, SP
of Berendsen and co-workers35 for water, and the four-site
model of Impeyet al.36 for methylamine. In the methylamin
model the methyl group is represented by a united-CH3 par-
ticle, a common simplification used to reduce the numbe
interaction sites. The inert methyl group is then reasona
described as a Lennard-Jones sphere. This approximati
used in several other potential models, including the thr
site model for methanol of Jorgensen37 and the three-site
model for acetonitrile of Jorgensen and Briggs.38 Both of
these models give good structural, thermodynamical, and
namical results for the pure liquids; since our discussion
Downloaded 26 Jul 2007 to 136.159.239.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the structure will focus on qualitative features which shou
be sensitive to the basic natures of the intermolecular po
tials but not their details, our results will be relatively invar
ant to this choice. Furthermore, because of the united a
description, these molecules can be treated as rigid with
taking into account the methyl rotation, which we assu
plays a minor role in determining the hydration structu
Methylamine has an additional internal degree of freedo
inversion, but this motion is also not considered in t
present work. We remark that this model for methylami
was used successfully by Impeyet al.36 to study the solva-
tion of Li1 and Cl2 ions.

The potential parameters and the molecular geomet
are given in Table I, and the molecular coordinate syste
used in the present work for methylamine is defined in F
1. We obtain a molecular coordinate system from the dia
nalization of the moment of inertia tensor, where the prin
pal axis of methylamine lies approximately along thez-axis.
In our definition of the local frame for water, the molecu
lies in theXZ-plane, with the dipole axis coinciding with th
Z-axis. These local coordinate systems will be important
the analysis of our results in Sec. III.

Periodic boundary conditions were employed in o
simulations and the solute–solvent cross-interactions are
culated using the Lorentz–Berthelot combination rules39

The Coulombic interactions were treated by the Ew
method39 and the short-range interactions were truncated

FIG. 1. Local molecular coordinate system~principal frame! for methyl-
amine used in this work.

TABLE I. Potential models and molecular geometries.

e ~kcal/mol! s ~Å! q ~in units of e)

H2Oa

O 0.1554 3.1656 20.8476
H 0.0 0.0 10.4238

CH3NH2
b

Me 0.170 3.80 0.25
N 0.170 3.30 21.05
H 0.00 0.00 0.40

aR~O–H!: 1.00 Å, /~H–O–H!: 109.47°.
bR~Me–N!: 1.456 Å, R~N–H!: 1.033 Å, /~H–N–H!: 104.4°,/ ~Me–N–
H!: 121.6°.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10 Å. The simulation software used was a modified vers
of McMoldyn.40 The density and temperature and some ot
relevant simulation parameters are given in Table II. W
remark that experimental densities were used in our sim
tions.

The simulations were carried out on a Fujitsu VX vec
parallel supercomputer at the Center for Parallel Compu
at the Royal Institute of Technology~KTH! in Stockholm,
and on the departmental Linux pc cluster at the division
Physical Chemistry, Stockholm University.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of the present work is to investigate
solvation structure in aqueous solution for a simple molec
that is a double donor and single acceptor of hydrog
bonds. Further motivation for this work is provided by th
fact that amino groups occur frequently, for example,
amino acids and many molecules with pharmaceutical po
tial, as well as in many hazardous compounds. By studyin
small molecule such as methylamine, we hope to be abl
provide insights into the hydration structure of larger m
ecules containing amino groups. Moreover, a detailed un
standing of the hydration and thermodynamics of hydrat
~e.g., free energies! of molecules such as methylamine w
only be possible once we have resolved the underlying st
ture and structural changes that determine them.

Radial distribution functions~RDF! have been the tradi
tional way to study structure in pure liquids and solutio
because they can be obtained directly from the Fourier tra
forms of structure factors available from diffractio
experiments.39,41 RDFs are functions of interparticle separ
tions only, and hence ignore the orientation of the lo
frame. This is a rather crude simplification, as will be d
cussed in the next section, however they are still widely u
because they can be easily constructed in a computer s
lation from the pairwise interatomic distances. When
RDFs for several molecular sites are combined together,
RDFs can often provide some insights into the immedi
environments of those atoms interacting strongly with ot
molecules, for example as in hydrogen~H! bonding events.
In this article we will include analysis based on the RDFs
order to make comparisons with previous work and to try
extract a general picture of the hydration. However, we w
show that spatial distribution functions~SDF! provide a
much more detailed and considerably less ambiguous pic
of the local structural environment in solution~albeit at the
pair level!, especially if one wishes to understand the p

TABLE II. Characteristic simulation parameters.

Quantity
10 wt % of

MeNH2

30 wt % of
MeNH2

Pure liquid
MeNH2

Nr. MeNH2 14 38 256
Nr. H2O 242 218 •••
Temp.~K! 293 293 250
r ~g/cm3) 0.974 0.926 0.66
Cutoff ~Å! 10.07 10.46 13.558
Simulation~ns! 0.5 0.5 0.2
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sible arrangements of the solutes and the solvent~water! and
how the solutes interact with each other in solution.

It is important to point out that as a consequence of th
three-dimensional nature, it is not possible to view fully t
information contained in a single SDF; rather only slic
through this data set can be visualized. In this article we w
show isosurface~constant probability density! representa-
tions, where the thresholds have been carefully selecte
best represent the principal structural features. A SDF an
sis can be made even more powerfully by overlapping
density features of two~or more! types of neighboring sites
This can, for example, provide an immediate indication
the orientation of a neighboring molecule. This approach
been used extensively in our analysis~as viewed on a color
graphics computer console!, however for clarity most of the
SDF plots included in this article will display only a sing
function.

A. Structure in pure liquid methylamine

In Fig. 2, the radial distribution functions between se
eral site pairs are shown for pure liquid methylamine. T
nitrogen–nitrogen~N–N! RDF shows a relatively sharp firs
peak at 3 Å which then drops into an unusually broad min
mum with only a small shoulder at 5 Å. The N–H RDF h
two clear peaks, one at 2 Å, due presumably to H-bondi
and a second at 3.3 Å. We see in Fig. 2 that theg(r HH) has
a rather broad first peak at 2.5 Å with a strong shoulder at
Å. Our results for the RDFs are in good agreement w
those of Impeyet al.36 at 210 °C, who also remarked tha
these functions are very reminiscent of the correspond
RDFs for liquid methanol. However, we will show belo
that the SDFs reveal that the local structure within the t
liquids differ considerably.

Analysis of the coordination numbers begins to sugg
that there may be some unexpected features in the l
structure. Integration of the first peak ing(r NH) gives a co-
ordination number of essentially unity, indicating that, like
liquid methanol, a methylamine makes on average onlytwo

FIG. 2. Radial distribution functions for pure liquid methylamine. The sol
dashed, dotted, and dashed-dotted lines represent the nitrogen–nitr
nitrogen–hydrogen, methyl–methyl, and hydrogen–hydrogen site–
RDFs, respectively.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8039J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 18, 8 November 2000 Liquid methylamine and methylamine–water mixtures
~strong! H-bonds. Thus, although methylamine posses
three H-bonding sites, the constraint of H-bond balance
tates that one of the donor sites remain unutilized. Integ
ing over the second peak ing(r NH) finds an additional eigh
neighboring hydrogen atoms. Yet, the coordination num
from the first peak in the N–N RDF is about 4, although th
value is somewhat sensitive to the choice of the point
termination of the integration. Clearly, not all the near neig
bors in the first peak ing(r NN) are H-bonded, but their iden
tity is otherwise not resolvable from the RDFs.

In Fig. 3, we explore the local structure around a me
ylamine molecule through the N–N SDF. The isosurfac
associated with four different thresholds, 2.5, 1.5, 1.3, a
1.18 are shown. At the highest threshold, see Fig. 3~a!, the
well defined features due to the H-bonded nearest neigh
~containing two molecules! are evident; the single featur
below the nitrogen contains a single neighbor, while each
the two caps centered over the amine hydrogens combin
account for the second H-bonded nearest neighbor. Cle
the methylamine appears to have onlytwo H-bonded neares
neighbors~as determined geometrically!.

As we begin to lower the isosurface threshold in Fig
3~b! and 3~c!, we see somewhat more distant, but still ne
neighbor, structures appearing above and in front of
amino group. These new features account for some of
additional neighbors found in the first peak of the N–N RD
From an additional analysis in which we have added to F

FIG. 3. Local structure around a methylamine molecule in pure liquid m
ylamine as measured by the nitrogen–nitrogen SDF. The isosurfaces~a!
represent a nitrogen density 2.5 times that of the bulk, in~b! 1.5, in ~c! 1.3,
and in~d! 1.18 times the bulk value. Note that in each case the orientatio
the central molecule is unchanged. The surfaces have been shaded s
those appearing lighter are further from the nitrogen.
Downloaded 26 Jul 2007 to 136.159.239.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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3~b! the neighboring hydrogen local density around t
methylamine molecule, we find that the feature above
amino group is due to a H-bond donor neighbor that is for
ing a longer~weaker! H-bond to the ‘‘back-side’’ of the ni-
trogen atom. Further, the hydrogen density associated
the nitrogen ‘‘nose’’ appearing in front of the amino grou
lies, in fact, at smaller separations indicating that this is no
dipolar or bifurcated H-bond arrangement, but rather is
opposed neighbor as one might have in a small~i.e., four-
member! ring-like structure. We remark that evidence f
small ~three- or four-member! ring-like arrangements can b
seen from the detailed examination of an instantaneous
lecular configuration of the liquid~see Fig. 4!.

The extension of the principal H-bonding structures
larger separations~lighter shading! indicates that some mol
ecules positioned over H-bonding sites either donot partici-
pate in or participate in weak~longer! H-bonds, such as
back-side or bifurcated H-bonds, from these positions. T
‘‘wings’’ that develop at larger separations on the edge of
principal H-bond donor feature below the molecule are e
dence of such bifurcated arrangements. We point out
this arrangement in liquid methylamine is reminiscent of t
crystal structure42 where each methylamine molecule partic
pates in two bifurcated H-bonds. Note that the more dist
feature below the amino group results from second nei
bors. Thus we see that beyond some similarity in princi
H-bond features, the spatial structure in methanol33 ~where
beyond the H-bonded first neighbors one finds clear evide
of second H-bonded and interchain neighbors! and methyl-
amine are distinctly different. As a double H-bond donor b
single acceptor the compromises that methylamine make
the nearest-neighbor structure around the amino group
rather striking; on average each nitrogen maintainsfour near
neighbors where onlytwo of these are~strongly! H-bonded
and the other two neighbors attempt much weaker H-bon

At the lowest isosurface threshold displayed in Fig. 3~d!,
we see nitrogen density resulting from methylamine nei
bors around the methyl group of the central molecule.
significance is the fact that even at this rather low thresho

-

of
that

FIG. 4. Instantaneous configuration of methylamine molecules from a
wt % simulation. All water molecules are removed for clarity.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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no secondary coordination structures~due to second
H-bonded neighbors! have appeared around the ami
group. Taken together with other SDF results~e.g., the
methyl–methyl SDF, not shown!, we conclude that the struc
ture in liquid methylamine can be characterized as be
somewhat heterogeneous on a local scale, with a strong
sociation of methyl~hydrophobic!, separate from amino~H-
bonding!, groups. In particular, amino groups appear to te
to cluster together in small compact ring or ring-like arrang
ments. This is in contrast to methanol33 where open, nonlin-
ear H-bonded chains are the dominant liquid structure.

B. Structure in aqueous methylamine solution

1. Solution structure based on radial analysis

In Fig. 5 the functionsg(r NO) andg(r NHw) are displayed
at the two concentrations investigated along with runn
values for the coordination numbers around the nitrog
From Fig. 5~a! we see that both RDF curves have a distin
peak at 2.85 Å, corresponding to apparently stro
N–H•••O and O–H•••N hydrogen bonds. The intensity i
somewhat higher for the curve for the 10 wt % solution. T

FIG. 5. Radial distribution functions between~a! nitrogen–oxygen, and~b!
nitrogen–water hydrogen in aqueous methylamine solution. The solid
corresponds to a 10 wt % solution and the dotted line to a 30 wt % solu
Lines representing running coordination numbers around the nitrogen
also been included on a 1/10 scale.
Downloaded 26 Jul 2007 to 136.159.239.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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curves representingg(r NHw) in Fig. 5~b! confirm a strong
hydrogen bond between a nitrogen and water hydrogen, w
the maxima at 1.9 Å. The first minima reach a value of 0.
indicating a fairly stable solute–solvent H-bond when me
ylamine acts as the acceptor. With the downward shift
both the RDF results in Fig. 5, we find that the water hyd
gen and the oxygen coordination numbers for the first hyd
tion shell are relatively unchanged with the three-fold
crease in concentration.

The solute–solute RDFg(r NN) for both solutions inves-
tigated are given in Fig. 6. The methylamine shows app
ently only a slight degree of association in aqueous solut
with very few H-bonded pairs. Both curves in Fig. 6 show
maximum at roughly 5 Å, but it is rather weak in the 10 wt
solution. These RDF results appear to suggest that met
amine prefers to H-bond to water and that otherwise ther
little specific solute–solute correlations. Note that a simi
conclusion drawn from the methanol oxygen–methanol o
gen RDF for dilute aqueous methanol solution proved to
incorrect when the full spatial structure was examined.5

In Fig. 7, we consider RDFs of the water oxyge
g(r OO) is displayed in Fig. 7, while the RDF between th
oxygen and the methylamine hydrogens is shown in F
7~b!. Running values for the coordination numbersaround
the oxygenare also included in Fig. 7~a!. We can see from
Fig. 7~a! that the water–water correlations appear sligh
reduced in the 30 wt % solution, although both solutio
show a slightly more pronounced first peak relative to p
SPC/E water.35 Given this RDF evidence, one might spec
late that the hydrophobic methyl groups could, as sugge
for aqueous methanol solutions, induce formation of a ca
like hydration shell. It can been seen from Fig. 7~b! that the
O•••H–N hydrogen-bond is apparently strong. Yet, althou
the first peak also has a maximum at roughly 1.9 Å sugg
ing a H-bond similar in strength to that when water acts
the H-bond donor to the nitrogen@see Fig. 5~b!#, the
O•••H–N peak is also broader with a first minimum of abo
0.4.

Examination of the coordination numbers provided
the RDFs in Figs. 5 and 7 also reveals some intriguing

e
n.
ve

FIG. 6. Radial distribution functions between nitrogen–nitrogen in aque
methylamine solution. The lines are defined as in Fig. 5.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8041J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 18, 8 November 2000 Liquid methylamine and methylamine–water mixtures
havior. The coordination numbers from the integration of
first peaks in the nitrogen–oxygen, nitrogen–water hyd
gen, and oxygen–methylamine hydrogen, are essent
composition independent, virtually unaffected by a three-f
increase in the methylamine concentration. The local en
ronment of each methylamine molecule thus appears to
effectively the same in the two solutions considered. Furth
we find that@see Fig. 7~a!# the number of water molecules i
the first-neighbor shell around the oxygen decreases so
what, from 4.3 to 3.8, on going to the more concentra
solution. From Fig. 5~a! there appears to be three water m
ecules~oxygen atoms! in the first hydration shell around th
methylamine nitrogen; it may be tempting to assume th
that all three of these water molecules are H-bonded to
amino group. However, we see from Fig. 5~b! and Fig. 7~b!
that only one of these water molecules accepts an H-bo
and only one donates an H-bond. Thus, the amino gro
appears to be making only two~strong! H-bonds with water.
The status of the third near-neighbor water molecule is t
left unclear. Dunn and Nagy21,22 have speculated that thi
third nearest-neighbor water may form a bridge between
two other H-bonding water molecules~see Fig. 9 of Ref. 22!.

FIG. 7. Radial distribution functions between~a! oxygen–oxygen, and~b!
oxygen–methylamine hydrogen in aqueous methylamine solution. The
are defined as in Fig. 5, where the running coordination numbers are
neighboring atoms around the oxygen.
Downloaded 26 Jul 2007 to 136.159.239.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Finally, we remark that our RDF results are completely
accord with previously published results.21,22

2. Solution structure revealed by spatial distribution
functions

In our SDF analysis we have examined the site-spec
local structure and its dependence on concentration. In g
eral, we observe that the local structure was quite similar
the two solutions we have examined. Hence, the anal
below is valid for both compositions studied, unless expl
itly noted otherwise.

Let us first focus on the local structure around the me
ylamine solute. In Fig. 8 the spatial distribution function
oxygen atoms around the methylamine is shown as th
dimensional isosurfaces. For the particular isosurface den
threshold displayed, 1.75 times the bulk value, we can
several key features. Clearly evident are the basic H-bon
features, as caps over each of the two hydrogens and
slightly elongated~in and out of the page for the perspectiv
shown in Fig. 8! triangular feature immediately below th
amino group. These features resemble the correspon
ones found in pure methylamine~see Fig. 3!, indicating some
similarity in the basic H-bonding structure. The remaini
~secondary! structure evident in Fig. 8 is due to secon
H-bond neighbors. The ridge extending between the t
amino hydrogen caps is particularly interesting in that it re
resents a bridging second-neighbor water~i.e., it is H-bonded
to both neighbors occupying H-bond accepting sites!. How-
ever, it is important to note that this bridging feature on
comes to within about 3.3 Å of the nitrogen, and hence c
not effectively be part of the extra water coordination evide
in the first peak ofg(r NO) @see Fig. 5~a!#. The origins of this

es
or

FIG. 8. Local water structure around methylamine as measured by
nitrogen–oxygen spatial distribution function. The isosurfaces shown are
a 30 wt % aqueous solution and an oxygen density threshold 1.75 times
of the bulk. The surfaces have been shaded so that those appearing l
are further from the nitrogen.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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extra coordination are manifest in Fig. 8 by the sligh
lighter shading of the outer surfaces of the two caps over
amine hydrogens, relative to that of the first-neighb
H-bond donor feature. We find that the latter extends ou
distances of only about 3.2 Å, while the former structu
include neighbors as distant as 3.8 Å. Moreover, integra
over the H-bond donor feature reveals that it contains alm
exactly one neighbor, while the two caps~when adjusted for
the small N density present! together give a value approach
ing two ~an exact value being difficult to determine due
overlaps with nearby features!. Thus, the nitrogen is accep
ing a single strong H-bond from water. In return, to mainta
H-bond balance, water chooses to accept on average o
single~strong! H-bond from the amino group; at any insta
in time this H-bonded water occupies one of the caps in
local oxygen density and will be found at smaller separati
~2.8 Å! appropriate of a H-bonded neighbor. However, t
second cap is not left vacant, as this would leave a large
in the local structure, but rather is occupied by a sligh
more distant water molecule that is H-bonded to the lo
hydration structure~to a bridging water or possibly even th
molecule in the other cap!, yet does not~strongly! H-bond to
the amino group. Another way perhaps to view this arran
ment is to say that this water forms a weak bifurca
H-bond to the amino group which it shares with anoth
~water! molecule. This structural picture then explains t
RDF data discussed above; it is also supported by both
water–hydrogen ~not shown! and the complimentary
oxygen–nitrogen~Fig. 10, discussed below! SDF.

As was noted above in our RDF discussion, there i
relatively low probability of finding a methylamine
H-bonded to another methylamine in our aqueous solutio
with g(r NN) showing only a very flat broad peak centered
about 5 Å ~see Fig. 6!. Visualization of the nitrogen–
nitrogen SDF~not shown! similarly reveals no particularly
sharp or distinct structures. As expected, there are only
nor H-bond features in the nitrogen density immediat
around the amino group and a large cap around the me
group, due to hydrophobically associated methylamines~i.e.,
the local nitrogen density appears more distant than its a
ciated methyl density!. We remark that this behavior is i
sharp contrast to that observed for dilute methanol solu
where very distinct long-range spatial correlations w
observed.5

In Fig. 9 we consider the ‘‘hydrophobic’’ aspect of th
structure around methylamine by examining the local met
density. The helmet-like bowl that almost completely s
rounds the methyl group at even the relatively high isos
face threshold~2.6! shown in Fig. 9 provides clear evidenc
of a strong hydrophobic association in the methylam
structure. This bowl, which opens toward the amino end
the molecule, contains methyl groups that are essentiall
contact with the methyl group of the central molecule. Ho
ever, a more detailed examination of this helmet-shaped
ture shows that it contains no particularly distinct peaks,
dicating that these hydrophobic methyl-to-meth
associations are not otherwise strongly directionally spec

The local nitrogen density around a water molecule
aqueous methylamine solution is given in Fig. 10, where
Downloaded 26 Jul 2007 to 136.159.239.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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have displayed the oxygen–nitrogen SDF at two isosurf
thresholds. At the higher density threshold of 2, we can
four distinct H-bonded features in Fig. 10~a!, two symmetri-
cal caps over the hydrogens and two rather distorted~trian-
gular! caps below the ‘‘lone-pair’’ sites. We remark tha
even at much lower density thresholds the gap between
two H-bond donor structures below that water molecule s
remains, indicating that water does not adopt a dipolar

FIG. 9. The spatial distribution function of the local methyl density arou
methylamine. The isosurfaces shown are for a 30 wt % solution and
methyl density threshold 2.6 times that of the bulk.

FIG. 10. Spatial distribution functions of the local nitrogen density arou
water in a 10 wt % aqueous solution. The isosurfaces threshold densitie
2 and 1.55 times the bulk value in~a! and ~b!, respectively. The surfaces
have been shaded so that those appearing lighter are further from the
oxygen.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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entation with respect to the nitrogen, but rather strongly p
fers to use both of its H-bond acceptor~lone-pair! sites. This
behavior can be understood by again considering the bal
of the numbers of H-bond donor and acceptor sites in th
methylamine solutions. With an excess of donor sites
would seem that water, particularly when it H-bonds to t
nitrogen, will use both its acceptor sites.

Examination of Fig. 10~a! also reveals two other fea
tures, perpendicular to the plane of the molecule and slig
above its equator, lighter in shading indicating that they
more distant. This is the first suggestion of much larg
structures that appear at lower thresholds, as in Fig. 10~b!,
corresponding to the nitrogen of a neighboring methylam
with its methyl group pointing at the water~or equivalently,
the central water molecule lying near and perpendicula
the surface of the methyl group!. Similar features were note
in aqueous methanol solutions.5 The light gray structures ap
pearing near the plane of the molecule, slightly below
equator and less well defined, correspond to the analog
symmetry related arrangements of a water next to a me
group. It is also important to point out that the two rath
bulky out-of-plane more lightly shaped features that can
seen in Fig. 10~b! extend over a very large range of sepa
tions, 3.1 Å to 4.9 Å; they in fact contain nitrogen densiti
associated with three different kinds of methylamine nei
bors. At the smallest separations and connected continuo
to the H-bond donor feature, is nitrogen density due to
nearest-neighbor methylamine that does not~strongly!
H-bond to the central water. This unique association o
water molecule with an amino hydrogen, which one co
refer to as a ‘‘weak H-bond,’’ is the same as we discusse
Fig. 8 above. At the most distant separations (.4.2 Å! is
nitrogen density due to the water molecules lying next to
methyl surface, as first evident in Fig. 10~a!. The nitrogen
density at intermediate separations~roughly 4 Å! is due to
the central water molecule playing the role of a bridgi
second neighbor to the amino group, a feature that was
clear from Fig. 8. Finally, it is interesting to point out th
while the SDFs in Figs. 8 and 10 appear quite dissimi
reflecting the unique local arrangements around the nitro
and oxygen atoms, respectively, they will nonetheless an
average to the same radial distribution function@see Fig.
5~a!#; here the loss of information on angle-averaging is p
ticularly striking.

We examine the local structure of water around the
drophobic methyl group in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11~a! the oxygen–
methyl SDF is displayed at a relatively high isosurfa
threshold of 2.7, while in Fig. 11~b! the result is overlayed
with the oxygen–nitrogen SDF from Fig. 10. It can b
clearly seen that the water molecules adopt specific orie
tions when next to a methyl group~i.e., these four methy
features appear in near equatorial positions, two sligh
above and two slightly below the equator, and at sma
separations than their associated nitrogen densities app
in Fig. 10!. We can also confirm from Fig. 11 that the ring
methyl density above the hydrogen is due to a H-bon
methylamine neighbor. The specific relative orientations
the two molecules and the molecular geometry of the me
Downloaded 26 Jul 2007 to 136.159.239.70. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ylamine give rise to the somewhat unusual ring-shaped
ture.

Finally, in Fig. 12 we show the oxygen–oxygen SDF f
the 30 wt % solution of methylamine. We see some expec

FIG. 11. Local methylamine density around water in a 10 wt % solution.~a!
Isosurfaces for the local methyl density for a threshold of 2.7 times the b
value are shown.~b! Isosurfaces for the local nitrogen density around ox
gen for a threshold of 2 times the bulk have been overlayed with the me
isosurfaces from~a!, where the features for the nitrogen have been shade
appear darker.

FIG. 12. Local water structure around a water molecule in the 30 w
solution as measured by the oxygen–oxygen SDF. The isosurfaces s
are for an oxygen density threshold 1.5 times that of the bulk. The feat
appearing lightly shaded are due to more distant second neighbors.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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features in the local water structure, the darker near
neighbor and the lighter second H-bonded neighbor featu
Missing from the water structure is the interstitial dens
feature characteristic of the pure liquid.31 The fact that the
secondary structure is already well resolved at a den
threshold of 1.5 is an indication of an enhancement of
local water–water correlations in the solution relative to t
of the pure liquid. As we would expect, the enhancemen
less pronounced in the 10 wt % solution.

C. Dynamical aspects of hydration

1. Translational motion

Translational velocity autocorrelation functions~VACF!,

Ĉv~ t !5
^v~ t !W •v~0!W &

^v~0!W •v~0!W &
, ~1!

for both water and methylamine have been calculated in
simulation runs. In Fig. 13 we report results only for me
ylamine in the 30 wt % solution. In Table III, we give th
calculated correlation times from the direct integration of

FIG. 13. ~a! Linear velocity autocorrelation function for methylamine, d
composed into its three molecular frame components, for the 30 wt % s
tion. ~b! Power spectra of the components of the linear velocity autoco
lation function for methylamine. The solid, dotted and dashed lines are
X, Y, andZ components, respectively.
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VACFs, resolved into the three directional components
the molecular coordinate system. The self-diffusion coe
cients for both solution components were also compu
from the autocorrelation functions. From Table III we s
that, for example, water molecules are most mobile in
Y-direction, or perpendicular to the molecular plane, as is
case in the pure liquid.31 The translational diffusive motion
of water molecules is somewhat slower in the more conc
trated solution, which is consistent with the slight increase
water structure noted for these solutions in our discuss
above.

The self-diffusion coefficients for methylamine in aqu
ous solution are markedly smaller than in the pure liqu
becoming rather similar in magnitude to those for water.
the pure liquid there is only a slight assymetry in the loc
diffusive motion, while in aqueous solution methylamine
considerably more mobile along its principal~Z! axis, and its
motion is most hindered inY-direction ~see Fig. 1!. The
Y-component of the VACF@see Fig. 13~a!# is also most dif-
ferent from the pure liquid result, where the small amplitu
oscillations with a 0.1 ps period are not present. We also n
that all three components of the pure liquid VACF lack t
strong rebound~or cage effect!43 feature present in the solu
tion curves at roughly 0.3 ps. Clearly the hydration of th
molecule is strongly altering its translational dynamics, a
particularly theY-component seems to be the most infl
enced by the changes in local structure.

In Fig. 13~b!, we display the power spectra of the velo
ity autocorrelation functions obtained by direct Fourier tran
form. The correlation times~see Table III! can then be read
as the zero-frequency values~in femtoseconds!. All three
power spectra have a dominant mode around 35 cm21. The
Y-component does, however, show a weak splitting an
shoulder at about 200 cm21, again not present in the pur
liquid, suggesting some coupling to the solvent modes.

2. Angular motion

The angular velocity time correlation function
~AVACF!,

u-
-
e

TABLE III. Dynamical data calculated from the linear velocity autocorr
lation functions. Errors in this data are estimated to be less than 5%.

Quantity
10 wt % of

MeNH2

30 wt % of
MeNH2

Pure liquid
MeNH2

H2O
tv-X ~ps! 0.015 0.013 •••
tv-Y ~ps! 0.023 0.020 •••
tv-Z ~ps! 0.013 0.011 •••
Dv (109 m2/s! 2.30 1.96 •••

CH3NH2

tv-X ~ps! 0.030 0.027 0.065
tv-Y ~ps! 0.020 0.018 0.059
tv-Z ~ps! 0.042 0.035 0.069

Dv (109 m2/s! 2.36 2.16 4.31~Exp. 5.10!a

tv-X ~ps! ••• 0.0054 •••
tv-Y ~ps! ••• 0.0230 •••
tv2Z ~ps! ••• 0.0010 •••

aChenet al. ~Ref. 44!.
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Ĉv~ t !5
^v~ t !W •v~0!W &

^v~0!W •v~0!W &
, ~2!

were calculated for the 30 wt % solution. The procedure w
the same as that used to obtain the VACF except that
angular velocities about the principal axes of the molecu
were used in place of the components of the linear veloc
Again we find a high degree of assymetry, now in the an
lar motion of methylamine molecule. In Fig. 14 we sho
these angular time correlation functions for methylamine
this solution, where the components can be seen to be q
different. However, when one takes into account the ass
etry in the moment of inertia tensor~roughly: I xx518.7,
I yy520.0, andI zz51.5) and assumes a simply square-ro
inertial dependence, it is apparent that theX- and
Z-components are more similar than they immediately
pear. TheY-component continues to stand out, now beca
of its large correlation time@equal to the zero frequenc
value in Fig. 14~b!# and more damped functional behavio
Yet it is interesting to point out that it is theX-component of
the angular velocity time correlation function that differs t
most from the pure liquid result.

FIG. 14. ~a! Angular velocity autocorrelation function for methylamin
decomposed into its three molecular frame components, for the 30 w
solution.~b! Power spectra of the components of the angular velocity a
correlation function for methylamine. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines
the X, Y, andZ components, respectively.
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As expected the rotational motion of the methylami
molecule has considerably higher frequencies compare
the translational motion. From the power spectra, shown
Fig. 14~b!, we observe the strongest modes at 150 and
cm21 for rotations aroundX- andY-axes, respectively, while
for motion about theZ-axis, the principal mode appears at
much higher frequency of 350 cm21. Both the X- and
Y-components exhibit shoulders at 50 cm21, again sugges-
tive of a coupling to solvent~water! modes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have reported computer simulation
sults exploring in detail the local structure in liquid methy
amine and in aqueous methylamine solutions. Molecular
namics simulations were carried out for model systems of
pure liquid and of two aqueous solutions representing m
tures containing 10 and 30 wt % methylamine. Radial dis
butions functions~RDF! were employed to aid in our struc
tural analysis, however spatial distribution functions~SDF!,
correlation functions that span the full three-dimension sp
surrounding a molecule, were used to provide more deta
information about the local environments in these liquid s
tems. As in previous work, it was found that the SDFs p
vide a much more complete and unambiguous picture of
local liquid structure. Dynamical properties were also exa
ined to provide further structural insights.

In pure liquid methylamine, integration of the first pea
of the nitrogen–nitrogen RDF revealed roughly four neig
boring nitrogen atoms. Yet, from the nitrogen–hydrog
RDF we find that each methylamine molecule makes o
two ~strong! H-bonds. Using SDFs, we have been able
show that the remaining nitrogen coordination is due to m
distant amino groups that are either weak or non-H-bond
first neighbors, or closely lying second neighbors. Beyo
these near neighbors, however, there is little secondary s
ture evident around the amino group. We do find a stro
association of methyl groups in the liquid methylamine. D
spite a similarity between the RDFs, as was noted by pre
ous authors,36 our SDFs clearly show that the local structu
in methylamine is quite unlike the chaining motif that a
pears to dominate the structures found in liquid methan
Rather the molecules appear to prefer arrangements w
few amino groups clustered together in small compact r
or ring-like structures.

We did not observe a strong composition dependenc
the local structure for the two aqueous methylamine so
tions examined. We again find that the rather limited info
mation provided by RDFs is not sufficient to resolve ful
the complex local structure in these solutions. Two prima
H-bonded water molecules, one as an accepting neighbor
one as a donating neighbor, were found. Even more inter
ingly, we observe that the second H-bond accepting site
the amino group isnot vacant, but rather is occupied o
average by a slightly more distant nearest-neighbor w
that forms only a weak H-bond to the amino hydrogen, p
ferring instead to H-bond to the surrounding hydration n
work. To our knowledge, this quite unique hydration stru
ture has not been detected before. Additional coordina
due to bridging water molecules was also evident, but

%
-
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find that previous analysis21,22 that attempted to include thi
water in the first peak ofg(r OO) is incorrect. A strong hy-
drophobic association of methyl groups was observed
these aqueous solutions but no long range correlation
methylamine molecules are apparent, as is the case foun
dilute methanol solution.5 We did find that water molecule
around the methyl group tend to lay flat against its hyd
phobic surface. Our SDF analysis does reveal some
creased ordering in the water–water structure, although
to the extent found dilute methanol solution.5

We have shown that within even relatively simple aqu
ous nonelectrolyte solutions the molecular arrangements
be both complex and unexpected; we have again dem
strated the ability of SDFs to provide detailed insights in
the local structure within such systems. As in previous w
with methanol–water mixtures,5 we do find that H-bond bal-
ance appears to play a key role in determining the prefe
local structures around H-bonding molecules. It may now
particularly interesting to observe the local structures p
ferred in aqueous systems with both alcohol and am
groups present, where we might suspect a high degre
cooperativity.
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